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Suicide is a significant public health concern. Continued high suicide rates,
coupled with emerging international evidence, have led to the development
of a ‘systems’ approach to suicide prevention, which is now being trialled as
part of a proposed Suicide Prevention Framework for NSW (New South Wales,
Australia).

Key points
• Development of the Suicide
Prevention Framework for NSW
draws on international evidence for a
multicomponent ‘systems’ approach
• The proposed Framework will ensure
that interventions are integrated and will
maximise available resources
• To improve long-term success, the
complexity of suicide and the systems
that surround it need to be considered
• A response that includes discussion
and action on the social and political
determinants of suicide is crucial

The Framework replicates successful international approaches. It is organised
around nine components, ranging from individual to population-level
approaches, to improve coordination and integration of existing services.
If implemented fully, the Framework may lead to a significant reduction
in suicide. However, to ensure its long-term success, we must attend to
underlying structures within the system and their interrelationships. Such an
approach will also ensure that policy makers and local suicide prevention
action groups, particularly in rural areas, are able to respond to local
challenges and incorporate multiple perspectives into their practice, including
evidence for the broader social determinants of suicide.

Introduction
Despite concerted efforts, death rates from suicide in Australia have not
decreased appreciably over recent decades.1 In 2016, the New South Wales
(NSW) and Victorian governments committed to trialling a ‘systems’ approach
to suicide prevention to address this important issue.2 The new approach
is commendable and draws on international evidence that indicates that
integrated, multifaceted and multilevel systems approaches are associated
with reductions in suicide rates.3 This is because of potential synergies
between individual components that, alone, have been shown to have only
limited efficacy.4,5 Although differences exist in the number and selection of
core components in similar multicomponent strategies, a number of bestpractice activities have evolved to guide policy makers in the development of
national suicide prevention strategies.3
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components, while simultaneously creating the conditions
for rising suicide rates. At some point, not talking about
this while getting on with whatever is within practical
reach will be less and less satisfying.
To be functional for rural and regional communities,
the Framework would require 1) the ability for a proposed
robust evaluation strategy to identify where (and,
ideally, why) the absence of any of the nine components
makes a significant difference to the functioning of the
whole system; 2) resources to supply the deficiency;
and 3) capacity to shift among the nine components
as unpredicted change within the system occurs. The
latter includes the ability to critique or jettison not only
any of the nine components but the very definition of
what constitutes ‘the system’: what kinds of ‘evidence’
will count and why, and the ways in which suicide is
conceptualised.10 As suggested above, sometimes
this may mean bringing those very elements that the
Framework eschews – social determinants of suicide and
an expanded concept of what a systems approach to
suicide could mean – back into view.

We recognise the opportunities this new approach
offers. In Australia, silos in suicide prevention mean that
there has been little vision, and no means to show how
national and state governments, community organisations
and consumer groups can work together.6 The systems
approach offers this vision and provides for muchneeded coordination and integration of existing national
and state-level services. This approach is expected to
minimise duplication, ensure that a range of services
are available for people at risk of suicide, and create
opportunities for local communities to advocate for, or
develop, new services or programs to fill gaps in local
service provision.4 The systems approach is deliberately
outcomes focused. Although broader issues, such as
social determinants of suicide, are considered important,
the aim is to eschew these in favour of immediate
implementation of already proven actions, and thus to
have a swift, positive impact on national suicide rates.4
The idea of getting something done is compelling,
and we agree that the systems approach will have a good
chance of achieving a significant reduction in suicide
rates. We are also aware that devils will lie in the details
of implementation. Grasping these devils is likely to lead
us back inexorably to the broader social determinants
of suicide and the need to attend to the underlying
structures within the system.7

Evaluating the Framework
At present, the Framework predominantly focuses on
coordination and streamlining of existing individual
system components. Change efforts focus on establishing
centralised and local governance arrangements to
manage resourcing, implementation, monitoring and
evaluation of the Framework. In other words, it is mostly
concerned with doing the same things better by making
incremental or first-order change.7
The question will be how to shift from the pursuit
of the ‘quick wins’ the Framework understandably
prioritises to second-order or radical change. In contrast
to first-order change, second-order change takes as its
starting point the way a problem is perceived. Crucially,
it accommodates different, competing perspectives of a
problem to bring about shifts in understanding, including
what needs to be done to solve the problem.7
It is easy for the role of inappropriate service models
and norms of care to fall out of sight in practice. To
limit this, evaluation of the process must track how
implementation of the Framework is nested within other
systems that affect, and are affected by, system change
measures.7 Recent World Mental Health Survey data have
shown that many individuals prefer to manage suicidal
crises outside healthcare settings.11 This is troubling,
especially when low perceived need is because of
ineffective treatment, dissatisfaction with mainstream
services, or previous contact with uncaring practitioners.12
So an evidence based approach is urgently needed13,
with evidence about what qualities of care make
components of a suicide prevention system more or less
successful, not just what combination of components
might work.

The Framework in practice in rural
communities
Although rates of reported mental disorders in rural
communities are similar to those in urban areas, suicide
rates among young rural men have been increasing,
suggesting that socio-economic determinants are likely
to contribute as much as, if not more than, individual
factors.8,9 Under the proposed Suicide Prevention
Framework for NSW (the Framework), these communities
would conduct a suicide audit of existing services and
programs, and use it to develop a suicide prevention
action plan, involving implementation of any number
of nine components the Framework identified as being
of demonstrated efficacy. However, the Framework
recognises that 1) not all local areas will have all
nine components in place or available, and, indeed,
depending on the size of the area and available
resources, some local areas may have only one or two
components; 2) it is impossible to say how many of these
components are required to maximise the preventive
effect; and 3) not all components will be equally effective,
because some operate further upstream than others.4
And herein lies a potential – we would argue, a probable
– devil.
It is not hard to imagine how easily the hardworking
members of a multiagency suicide prevention group in a
small rural town could become stymied and burnt out if a
policy regime of budget cuts to multiple services removes
the capacity to put in place more than two of the nine
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Recent systems-change literature points to the
significance of attending to underlying normative
elements of a system. Successful implementation of
the Framework will likely depend on such slippery
but significant things as the beliefs, values and tacit
assumptions that drive the behaviour of stakeholders
both within the networks of service providers across the
nine components and in the context of their continued
operation. Particular attention to these characteristics
across systems levels and stakeholders will address
the complexity of suicide and its prevention, and
identify areas of support for, or resistance to, change.7
Young people in rural areas talk about unemployment,
poor economies and local norms.14 Farmers talk about
unjust social and economic relations between farmers,
corporations and the state.15 Indigenous communities talk
about forced relocation, intergenerational trauma and a
diminished sense of cultural identity.16 Our own values, if
nothing else, lead us to want to keep such things clearly
in view.
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We appreciate the importance of quick wins, of making
the most of the resources we have, and of the manifold
opportunities the proposed Framework offers to enable
those who work in suicide prevention to finally make
the connections, avoid the duplications, tailor the
components and engage the communities as they
have often wished to do. We are confident they will see
some reward for their efforts. We hope to support the
Framework by continuing to suggest ways in which the
complexity of suicide and the systems that surround it
can be considered.
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